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ilbstract 

The behavior of compact electron cyclotron resonance 
ion sources (ECRIS) is emphasized in this article, and 
more specifically the Caprice ECRIS concept: a high B 
field (2 1 T) source offering good performances both in ex- 
1,racted ion charge states and int,ensit,ies, in a rather small 
volume, a source easy to handle and to operate. This 
concept like the ECRIS concept itself originated from t,he 
(;rc~noble group; it is quite attract,ive to continuous regime 
cyclotrons requiring high stability ion beams, but it, is also 
well suikd t,o delivering very high intensity part,icle pulses 
(today a few ppA of Pb’s’+ or Auz7+ ion beams, a few 
ms long) of interest, for synchrotron bunching. Finally 
t.hc developmenks and a.ct,ivities in the field of ECRIS at 
Grenoble, arc shortly surveyed while giving some t,rends 
and prospects. 

one of the most performant sources as to the 16-18 GHz 
prototypes [3] f or e ivering special ion beams; Neomafios d 1 
[4], a source using only permanent magnek for it.s mag- 
netic configuration; and Caprice, a compact source which 
got gradually improving [5]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

II. THE CAPRICE CONCEP’I 
Although the Caprice source is not, the best t.otlay source 

as to the performances of the multiply charg~l ion I)eanrs 
it can deliver, nevertheless it offers au outsk~ntling conl- 
promise between the so many desirable charackrist,ics of a 
multiply charged ion source that physicisk of modern ac- 
celerators may wish to work wit.h: high charge st.ates, high 
int,ensities, high st,abilit,y, wide ra.nge of ion spccics, reliabil- 
ity and longevity (no cathode, no fila~~rmt~), simplicity and 
modularity in the design (easy change of parts), a source 
easy to handle and to operate. 

The ECRIS are now widely used by the accelerators. 
The Grenoble group which developed the first high charge 
,&ate ECR source [l], although not directly associated 
wit11 an accelerator facility, keeps on strongly worliing on 
I~XI1lS development for improving t.heir performances, and 
011 ot,hcr plasma applicat,ions where radiofrequency waves- 
plasmas interactions are very important. 

The ECR ion sources, an outgrowth of the fusion plasma 
studies in the so called open-ended mirror machines [2] can 
1~ shortly described as follows. It, is made of a magnetic 
configuration able to t,rap hot elect,rons heated by a res- 
onant, rf wave---elect,ron int.eract8ion; as a consequence, in 
order to satisfy the charge neutrality condition, t,he ions 
get, elect,rostatically trapped and undergo successive ion- 
izations; the ext,ra.ct.ed ion beams out of an ECRIS are ac- 
tually the losses of this magnetic configuration. This is why 
tuning an ECR ion source in order to obtain high charge 
state and high intensity ion beams, results in a cliff~cult 
compromise owing to opposite requirements: (i) confining 
a high density plasma for ionizing high charge states, but 
couseguent,ly having low losses and offering low intrnsity 
ion beams, (ii) having high plasma losses and possibly high 
intensit,y ion beams, which evidently does not allow the 
plasIlla density to build up, and ma.y seriously jeopardize 
t 11e ionizat,ion efficiency for high charge states ! 

I:i irOn 
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Figure 1: Caprice source, I-prrmanen t magnet Itrsapole, 

Z-solenoid coils, 3-closed mod-B surfaces, 4-rf powtr iupu t, 

5-g&~ inlet, electric oven feedtI~ro~lg/~s, G-ion c*strac-tion. 

A. Description and main features 

Various concept,s of ECR ion sources have been con- 
structed! while trying to overcome this contradict,ion as 
well as ot,her difficulties both frotn the technology and from 
the plasma physics. The Grenoble group built Minimafios, 
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A sketch of the source is given in figurf‘ 1, ‘1’11~ SOIII’~C 
is characterized by a small plasma. cllambc~r (l(j cm loilg. 
6.6 cm diameter) highly ma.gnet,izcd (i) by usi~~g cylcct.ricnl 
coils for the axial field, -1.2T at, the mirror t,llroat owing 
to a strong and thick iron yoke and to other iron parts suc11 
as the puller electrode, (ii) by a high remanent, intluct,ion 
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permanent magnet hexapole for the radial field, -0.9T at 
t.he plasma chamber radius. 

The rf power is launched by a coaxial feeder, and the 
source equally works at 10 GHz and 14 GHz (at a higher 
axial field) with quite similar performances. 

The measured emittances at a constant extraction volt- 
age vary in between 80 to 150 nmm.mrad (for 80% of the 
beam intensity) for charge states below 10; at higher charge 
states the emittance gets better not only because of the in- 
creased ion beam velocity, but also because the high charge 
state ions are actually originating from the plasma center 
along the main axis (electrostatic confinement). 

Il. Results in continuous regime 

This is one of the main advantages of the Caprice con- 
cept: it behaves exceptionally stable for long runs, i.e. tens 
of hours of continuous operation, with usually no more 
than 1 kW of rf power. The data set shown in figure 2 
gives the optimized results wit,h a few gases obtained with 
a Caprice source a.t 10 GIIz. 
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Figure 2: Optimized ion currents (epA) for some gases. 
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Figure 3. Optimized lead ion currents (epA) from Caprice 
(a)lkG hesapole,Pb plasma-vaporized, (b)BkG hexapole, 

Pb plasma-vaporized, (c)9,3kG hexapole, Pb oven-vaporized 

Recently for atomic physics studies, t,he Caprice source 
proves it,s capability of delivering Ar17+ ions in the 1 enA 
range, and Ar’“+ ions in the 20 epA range, which ranks it 
well above other sources. 

The figure 3 illustrat,es how much progress ha.s been 

made with optimized lead ion beams, as an example, when 
increasing the hexapole magnetic field and varying the 
technique of production of the metal vapor. The technique 
of independently heated micro-oven considerably improved 
the capability of the source for delivering high charge state 
high intensity ion beams, as compared to the former tech- 
nique of metal/oxide samples directly heated by the hot 
electron plasma; the main drawback of this former tech- 
nique was to kill some hot electrons, and t,hen to reduce 
the ionization efficiency of the source, as well as not to 
separate the functions of(i) vaporizing the metal and con- 
trolling its pressure, from (ii) t,he ionization and plasma 
formation. A few instantaneous charge state distributions 
are shown for lead and gold in figure 4, both obtained by 
this specific high temperature oven technique. 

Figure 4: Charge state distributions from a 10 GHz Caprice 

source for lead (optimized on F’b31t) and gold (optimized on 

Auz6+ ), vert.ical scale in e/LA. 

C. Results in pulsed mode: the afterglow effect 

The pulsed mode of operation of the Caprice source is 
even more impressive than the cw mode; this specific af- 
terglow mode, which the Grenoble group was first to inves- 
tigate [3], is a consequence of the electrostatic confinement 
of the ions in the space charge well of the magnetically con- 
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fined hot, electrons within the source, that makes it similar 
to the EBIS. Once the ECR discharge has reached a steady 
state regime, turning the rf power off causes the electron 
population to collapse: the cold electrons leave the trap 
faster than the hot ones, and as the discharge is no longer 
sustained by the rf field, i.e. not refuelled by new cold 
electrons, the confined ions are compelled to leave the trap 
because of the charge neutrality condition. This effect oc- 
curing in the afterglow plasma is quite impressive; it may 
he optimized so as to obtain a few particle /IA pulses of 
charge state -30, a few ms long, at a frequency N a few 
tens of Hz: so far 2 ppA pulses of Pb2”+ ions, 1 ppA pulses 
of Auz7+ ions (see figure 5); the pulse intensity is essen- 
tially limited by the metal vaporization process (here the 
oven technique), it should be possible to reach -3 ppA for 
these ions. 
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Figure 5: Afterglow pulse of Auz7+ ion current (epA), hori- 

zon tai scale in ms. 

III. ECRIS R&D AND PROSPECTS 
As already mentioned above the Grenoble group has de- 

veloped other sources, among which the only permanent 
magnet built, ECRIS Neomafios 8 & 10 GHz [4] and soon 
2.45 GHz are quite interesting beca.use of their reduced 
power consumption, however offering lower performances 
than the Caprice source. 

Today the main activity in Grenoble concentrates on t.he 
following efforts, which will hopefully give new orientations 
to t,he ECRIS. 

-A. The Quadrumafios facility 

This facility specially designed for plasma measure- 
ments, and evidently not a compact one, aims at featuring 
and understanding the multiply charged ion production. 
l’la.sma and atomic physics diagnost#ics are developed in 
order to measure and control the most, important plasma 
parameters: microwave interferomct ry for the elect,ron dell- 

sity, bremsstrahlung and line X-ray spectrometry for the 
electron energy and the ion characterization, diamagnetic 
loops for the plasma energy content, electron cyclotron 
emission for the electron energy, electron and ion losses 
electrostatic analyzer, visible light and VUV light spec- 
trometry, etc. The first data obtained at the frequency of 
10 GHz are currently being processed. 

B. Superconducting ECRIS 

In a joint venture INFN-LNS-Catania/CEh-DRF>JC- 
Grenoble, the building of a superconducting source for the 
K-800 cyclotron has just started. The source is designed 
so as to reach the highest magnetic fields so far used in an 
ECRIS: 1.4 T radially at the chamber wall and 2.2 T axi- 
ally at the mirror throat. This facility is expect,ed to deliver 
at high charge states the highest extracted ion currents, 

(i) because of its capability of trapping a higher electron 
density, and thus of delivering larger intensity ion beams, 
than the today ECRIS; 

(ii) because of its large plasma volume, that should en- 
hance the plasma losses and the ext,racted ion currents (as- 
suming a constant rf power per unit volume). 

C. Prospects for Caprice 

When considering the question how to get enhanced per- 
formances with Caprice, it seems like, partly from observa- 
tions and partly from speculations, that turning the knob 
up for the rf power is not the solution. Thus the only se- 
rious possibility would be to increase the plasma volume, 
while keeping constant the other parameters. Nevertheless 
this leads to increase the input rf power, so as to main- 
tain the same rf power per unit volume. But may Caprice 
be upgraded in size without ruining the concept itself and 
its compromise ? This is actually another challenge the 
Grenoble group is facing with. 
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